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This segment will walk you through creating your own 
Seraph, a mighty celestial that is chief among the heaven’s 
angelic forces. Seraph’s are all individuals in their own right 
with distinguished identities, therefore your choices should 
reflect the unique Seraph you want to create.

First, choose the baseline statistics of your Seraph among 
the following archetypes: Battle, Salvation, Hunt, and Sage. 
These reflect typical angelic archetypes and lay the ground-
work for your Seraph’s identity.

Secondly, choose one of the divine powers listed in the Di-

vine Power section. This power will be unique to your Ser-
aph and serve as their greatest manifestation of their power.

Finally, you select one spell list from the Spell Portfolio sec-
tion. These spells serve as a way to further distinguish your 
Seraph and associate them with a divine domain.

Warning: Not all of these combinations have been thor-
oughly tested. Use these combinations at your own risk in 
your game. The main goal of this segment is to offer you a 
way to customize a powerful celestial for your game.

Seraph

Seraph (Battle)

Large Celestial, any good alignment

—
Armor Class 20 (natural armor)
Hit Points 93 (11d10 + 44)
Speed 50 ft., flying 150 ft. (hover)

—
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

30 (+10) 23 (+6) 26 (+8) 25 (+7) 25 (+7) 28 (+9)

—Proficiency +7
Saves Str, Con, Wis, Cha
Skills Perception +6, Persuasion +5, Intimidation +5
Resistances necrotic, bludgeoning, piercing and slashing damage 

from nonmagical weapons
Damage Immunities poison, radiant
Condition Immunities charmed, exhausted, frightened, 

poisoned
Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 16
Languages Telepathy 120 ft., Any
Challenge 23 (50,000 XP)

—
Angelic Weapons. The seraph’s weapon attacks are magical 
and deal an additional 18 (4d8) radiant damage (included in 
the attack).

Divine Sense. The seraph knows if it hears a lie.

Legendary Resistance (3/day). When the seraph fails a saving 
throw, it can succeed instead.

Magic Resistance. The seraph has advantage on saving throws 
against magic.

Actions
Multiattack. The seraph makes three weapon attacks.

Greatsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, reach 5 ft., 
one target. Hit: 24 (4d6 + 10) slashing damage plus 18 (4d8) 
radiant damage.

Javelin (Thrown). Ranged Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, range 
120/240 ft., one target. Hit: 19 (2d8 + 10) piercing damage plus 18 
(4d8) radiant damage.

Spellcasting. The seraph casts one of the following spells, using 
Wisdom as the spellcasting ability (Spell save DC 25) requiring no 
material components:
At will: detect evil and good, light, thaumaturgy
1/day: banishment, commune, resurrection

Seraph (Salvation)

Large Celestial, any good alignment

—
Armor Class 22 (natural armor)
Hit Points 93 (11d10 + 44)
Speed 50 ft., flying 150 ft. (hover)

—
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

26 (+8) 23 (+6) 30 (+10) 25 (+7) 25 (+7) 28 (+9)

—Proficiency +7
Saves Con, Int, Wis, Cha
Skills Perception +6, Persuasion +5, Intimidation +5
Resistances necrotic, bludgeoning, piercing and slashing damage 

from nonmagical weapons
Damage Immunities poison, radiant
Condition Immunities charmed, exhausted, frightened, 

poisoned
Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 16
Languages Telepathy 120 ft., Any
Challenge 23 (50,000 XP)

—
Angelic Weapons. The seraph’s weapon attacks are magical 
and deal an additional 18 (4d8) radiant damage (included in 
the attack).

Divine Sense. The seraph knows if it hears a lie.

Legendary Resistance (3/day). When the seraph fails a saving 
throw, it can succeed instead.

Magic Resistance. The seraph has advantage on saving throws 
against magic.

Actions
Multiattack. The seraph makes three weapon attacks.

Mace. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 17 (2d8 + 8) bludgeoning damage plus 18 (4d8) 
radiant damage.

Shieldbash. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 
target. Hit: 15 (2d6 + 8) bludgeoning damage plus 18 (4d8) 
radiant damage.

Spellcasting. The seraph casts one of the following spells, using 
Wisdom as the spellcasting ability (Spell save DC 25) requiring no 
material components:
At will: detect evil and good, light, thaumaturgy
1/day: banishment, commune, resurrection
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Seraph (hunt)

Large Celestial, any good alignment

—
Armor Class 21 (natural armor)
Hit Points 93 (11d10 + 44)
Speed 50 ft., flying 150 ft. (hover)

—
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

26 (+8) 30 (+10) 23 (+6) 25 (+7) 28 (+9) 25 (+7)

—Proficiency +7
Saves Dex, Con, Wis, Cha
Skills Perception +6, Persuasion +5, Intimidation +5
Resistances necrotic, bludgeoning, piercing and slashing damage 

from nonmagical weapons
Damage Immunities poison, radiant
Condition Immunities charmed, exhausted, frightened, 

poisoned
Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 16
Languages Telepathy 120 ft., Any
Challenge 23 (50,000 XP)

—
Angelic Weapons. The seraph’s weapon attacks are magical 
and deal an additional 18 (4d8) radiant damage (included in 
the attack).

Divine Sense. The seraph knows if it hears a lie.

Legendary Resistance (3/day). When the seraph fails a saving 
throw, it can succeed instead.

Magic Resistance. The seraph has advantage on saving throws 
against magic.

Actions
Multiattack. The seraph makes three weapon attacks.

Spear. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 15 (2d6 + 8) piercing damage plus 18 (4d8) radiant damage.

Bow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, range 240/480 ft., 
one target. Hit: 21 (2d10 + 10) piercing damage plus 18 (4d8) 
radiant damage.

Spellcasting. The seraph casts one of the following spells, using 
Wisdom as the spellcasting ability (Spell save DC 25) requiring no 
material components:
At will: detect evil and good, light, thaumaturgy
1/day: banishment, commune, resurrection

Seraph (Sage)

Large Celestial, any good alignment

—
Armor Class 19 (natural armor)
Hit Points 93 (11d10 + 44)
Speed 50 ft., flying 150 ft. (hover)

—
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

26 (+8) 23 (+6) 26 (+8) 28 (+9) 30 (+10) 28 (+9)

—Proficiency +7
Saves Con, Int, Wis, Cha
Skills Perception +6, Persuasion +5, Intimidation +5
Resistances necrotic, bludgeoning, piercing and slashing damage 

from nonmagical weapons
Damage Immunities poison, radiant
Condition Immunities charmed, exhausted, frightened, 

poisoned
Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 16
Languages Telepathy 120 ft., Any
Challenge 23 (50,000 XP)

—
Angelic Weapons. The seraph’s weapon attacks are magical 
and deal an additional 18 (4d8) radiant damage (included in 
the attack).

Divine Sense. The seraph knows if it hears a lie.

Legendary Resistance (3/day). When the seraph fails a saving 
throw, it can succeed instead.

Magic Resistance. The seraph has advantage on saving throws 
against magic.

Actions
Multiattack. The seraph makes two attacks.

Staff. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 
12 (2d6 + 8) slashing damage plus 18 (4d8) radiant damage.

Radiant Bolt. Ranged Spell Attack: +17 to hit, range 240 ft., one 
target. Hit: 36 (8d8) radiant damage.

Spellcasting. The seraph casts one of the following spells, using 
Wisdom as the spellcasting ability (Spell save DC 25) requiring no 
material components:
At will: detect evil and good, light, thaumaturgy
1/day: banishment, commune, resurrection
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Chains of Binding Light (Recharge 5-6). Radiant chains 
manifest in a 20 ft. radius centered on a point within 120 ft. of the 
Seraph. The chains emit bright light in a 20 ft.-radius and dim light 
in an additional 20 ft. and magical darkness in the area is dispelled 
for the duration of this effect. Each creature of the Seraph’s 
choice in the area must succeed a DC 25 Dexterity saving throw. 
On a successful save a creature takes 18 (4d8) radiant damage 
and the effect ends. On a failed save a creatue is restrained for 
one minute or until it breaks free. A restrained creature is treated 
as if any creature that can see it has truesight and cannot teleport 
or leave its current plane of existence. Additionally, the restrained 
creature takes 36 (8d8) radiant damage at the beginning of each 
of its turns.
A creature restrained by the chains can use its action to make a 
DC 25 Strength check to break free from the chains.

Strike of Evil’s End (Recharge 5-6). The seraph makes an 
attack against a creature within its range. On a hit the attack deals 
an additional 54 (12d8) radiant damage and the creature falls 
prone and has disadvantage on any attack rolls, Strength checks, 
and Dexterity checks it makes until the end the seraph’s next turn.
If the target is a fiend and this attack reduces it to 0 hit points, it 
is destroyed and the fiend will not be able to reform on its home 
plane for 1,000 years.
If the target is an undead and this attack reduces it to 0 hit points, 
the undead is destroyed, ignoring any traits that it has that would 
keep it from being destroyed, such as a vampire’s misty escape, or 
a lich’s rejuvination.

Final Spark (1/Day). The seraph releases all of its divine power 
in one devastating blast originating from itself that forms a 240 
ft. long line that is 10 ft. wide. Each creature in the area must 
make a DC 25 Constitution saving throw, taking 90 (20d8) radiant 
damage on a failed save and half as much on a successful one. 
After using this action the seraph falls prone and it’s movement 
becomes 0 until the end of its current turn. Additionally it has 
disadvantage on attack rolls and can’t cast spells until the end of 
its next turn.

Power Word: Hope (1/Day). The seraph speaks the word of 
power that fills any creature that hears it with hope. Each allied 
creature that can hear the seraph within 60 ft. of it regains an 
amount of hit points equal to half of its maximum hit points and is 
no longer charmed, frightened, or paralyzed. Any creature in the 
area that died since the end of the seraph’s last turn is returned 
to life and regains an amount of hit points equals to half of its 
maximum hit points.
For one minute or until the seraph dies, each allied creature 
that heard the power word has advantage on attack rolls, saving 
throws, and is immune to being charmed, fightened, or paralyzed.

Pillar of Light (Recharge 5-6). The seraph transforms into a 
60 ft. tall pillar of light until the end of its next turn. In this form 
the seraph’s movement is 0 and has total cover from attacks and 
spells and sheds bright light in a 60 foot-radius which dispells any 
magical darkness in the area and dim light in an additional 60 feet.
Each creature that starts its turn within 20 ft. of the pillar of light 
or enters the area for the first time during its turn must make a 
DC 25 Constitution saving throw. On a failed save the creature 
takes 45 (10d8) radiant damage and is blinded for 1 minute - a 
creature that fails its saving throw by 10 or more is blinded until 
it is healed. On a successful save a creature takes half as much 
damage and is not blinded.

Death:
At will: gentle repose, revivify, speak with dead
1/day: death ward, spirit guardians (6th level), true resurrection

Grace:
At will: beacon of hope, create food and water, cure wounds, mass 
healing word, remove curse,
1/day: heroes feast, holy aura, mass heal, regenerate

Justice:
At will: locate creature, locate object, scrying, zone of truth
1/day: geas, planar binding, antimagic field

Light:
At will: continual flame, daylight
1/day: dawn, flame strike, sun burst, wall of light

Message:
At will: dream, freedom of movement (can only target itself), 
sending, tongues
1/day: plane shift, teleport, astral projection

War:
At will: crusader’s mantle, guiding bolt, spiritual weapon 
(4th level),
1/day: banishing smite, blade barrier, gate (can only call upon 
celestial creatures)

Wraith:
At will: bestow curse, dispell magic, shatter (4th level), 
1/day: destructive wave, divine word, earthquake

Divine Powers
Divine powers are the divine manifestation of the peak of 

a Seraphs heavenly powers. They may reflect their unique 
power or divine ritual privy only to them.

Spell Portfolio
Angels serve many purposes and powers, these spell selec-

tions reflect the seraph’s divine domain and innate purpose.
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OPEN GAME License Version 1.0a The following text is 
the property of Wizards of the Coast, LLC. and is Copy-
right 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc („Wizards“). All Rights 
Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)“Contributors“ means the copyright and/or trademark 
owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)“Derivative 
Material“ means copyrighted material including derivative works 
and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, 
modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, 
compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may 
be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) „Distribute“ means to repro-
duce, License, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit 
or otherwise distribute; (d)“Open Game Content“ means the game 
mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines 
to the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is 
an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly 
identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any 
work covered by this License, including translations and derivative 
works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. 
(e) „Product Identity“ means product and product line names, logos and 
identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures charac-
ters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, 
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, 
poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual 
or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, Spells, 
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and Special 
abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, Equipment, magical 
or supernatural Abilities or Effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; 
and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as 
Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which spe-
cifically excludes the OPEN Game Content; (f) „Trademark“ means the 
logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor 
to Identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed 
to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) „Use“, „Used“ or „Us-
ing“ means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and 
otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) „You“ 
or „Your“ means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that 
contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be 
Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice 
to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added 
to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License 
itself. No other terms or Conditions may be applied to any Open Game 
Content distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate 
Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this Li-
cense, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, 
nonexclusive License with the exact terms of this License to Use, the 
Open Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing 
original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Con-
tributions are Your original Creation and/or You have sufficient rights 
to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT 

NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, 
modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright 
date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of 
any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, 
including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly 
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each 
element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compati-
bility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark 
in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as 
expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner 
of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product 
Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a Challenge to the 
ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity 
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in 
and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly 
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open 
Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish 
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version 
of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content 
originally distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with 
every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open 
Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have 
written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of 
the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game 
Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then 
You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to 
comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 
days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the 
termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforce-
able, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to 
make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the 
Coast, LLC.

System Reference Document 5.1 Copyright 2016, Wizards 
of the Coast, LLC.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, 
Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt, 
Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris Sims, and Steve 
Townshend, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and 
Dave Arneson.
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